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ROBUST
PRECISION

FASTER
MAINTENANCE

QUICK,
REPEATABLE 

CHANGEOVERS

EASIER TO USE,
EASIER TO TRAIN



PROFITABLY PRODUCE
A WIDE VARIETY OF 
QUALITY POUCHES

WITH THE CMD 760-SUP

MODEL 760-SUP
STAND-UP POUCH CONVERTING SYSTEM

PRODUCTS PRODUCED
This pouch making system produces 2-side-seal,
3-side-seal, bottom gusseted and Doyen pouches for 
packaging applications of all types – from liquid to pet food, 
motor oil to detergents and everything in between.
All pouches can be produced with or without zipper closure.

GENERAL FUNCTIONALITY OF MACHINE
The Model 760-SUP unwinds, folds and gussets
a primary web of material, then seals in a closure, like 
press-to-close zipper, while at the same time creating either 
Doyen or k-seals in the gussets. The web is then sealed in
the cross machine direction, while also crushing the zipper

to prevent leakage through the zipper edges. All of this is kept 
in registration with the print, using a contrast sensing photoeye. 
Trim is removed via razor slitters, if needed, and the continuous 
web is then cut into individual finished pouches and stacked on 
an indexing conveyor.

SPARE PARTS AND SERVICE
CMD systems feature connectivity which allows for remote 
diagnostics and troubleshooting, speeding service solutions 
and reducing service costs. After sale service and parts 
support is also available through trained CMD technicians
and international representatives.

For more information: www.cmd-corp.com   |   Request video: info@cmd-corp.com ©2018 CMD Corporation, Patent-protected technology

Pouches can
be 127 mm
(5 in) to
760 mm
(30 in) long

Pouches can be
76 mm (3 in) to

406 mm (16 in) wide

FINISHED PRODUCT
Pouches: 2-side-seal, 3-side-seal, bottom gusseted,
Doyen (inserted gusset) With or without zipper closure
Pouch Width (print repeat in the machine direction
Minimum = 76mm (3 in) Maximum = 406mm (16 in)
Pouch Length (pouch height in the cross-machine-direction)
Minimum = 127mm (5 in) Maximum = 760mm (30 in) non-gusseted

GUSSET DEPTH
Minimum = 12mm (1/2 in)   Maximum = 102mm (4 in)

SPEED CAPABILITIES
Maximum Cycle Rate = 220 cycles/minute
Maximum Production
Rate may vary, due to operator skill level, material combinations
and pouch size.

MACHINE SPECS
Approximate Machine Dimensions…L-Shaped Configuration
Length = 15,545mm (51-feet)
Width = 6,400mm (21-feet) Measured at Unwind End
In-Line Configuration is available
Height = 2,134mm (84-inches)

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
480VAC, 3PH, 50-60Hz @ 107 full load amps

PNEUMATIC REQUIREMENTS
130 SCFM @ 90 psi (3373 NLPM @ 6.0 bar)

WATER REQUIREMENTS
Customer-supplied treated chill water at 60psi (4bar)
9.5 GPM (36 l/min) flow-rate

FLEXIBILITY - the modular design is
configurable to meet your unique needs.

QUICK AND EASY JOB CHANGES - Produce more pouches,
and generate less scrap, by spending less time in changeovers.

EASY TO OPERATE - Designed with operator-input, this machine will
be a favorite of your production crew! From the intuitive touch screen 
interface to the simple and accessible mechanical adjustments,
expect quick start-ups and easy transitions between shifts.

LOGICAL, SIMPLE MAINTENANCE greatly reduces scheduled
and unplanned maintenance downtime, improving your efficiency
and profitability.

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS on production costs – Easy to start up, 
flexible, less downtime all equate to reduced material waste,
improved efficiency and lower production costs.

FLEXIBLE FOOTPRINT LAYOUT - available in L-shaped or straight 
configuration to suit your floor space plan.

L-Shape

Straight


